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“Nearly 9 out of 10 US adults have difficulty using the everyday health information that is routinely available in our health 
care facilities, retail outlets, media and communities.”  National Action Plan to Improve Health Literacy, 2010 

 
Navigating today's healthcare system is complex. Often, patients and their support systems are 
overwhelmed by the myriad of things to know and are unsure of how to navigate the system.  To 
make things more complicated, research shows that health information is not offered is an accessible 
or usable way. 
 
Being an empowered patient means knowing the ways to advocate for oneself and loved ones. It 
means becoming/being comfortable asking questions and becoming knowledgeable about health 
information, medical conditions, and treatment options. 
 
Whether attending a routine medical appointment, navigating a chronic condition or illness, facing a 
hospital stay or long-term medical treatment, it is critical for a healthcare consumer to be an active 
and knowledgeable participant in command of their own care.  You will leave this talk feeling 
confident and well informed as you approach current or future health decisions. 
 
 

About Ailene Gerhardt, Founder, Beacon Patient Advocates LLC  
and Independent Board Certified Patient Advocate (BCPA) 

 
After growing up in South Florida, Ailene moved to Massachusetts to attend college. In the years that 
followed, Ailene received her undergraduate degree from Clark University and her master’s degree 
from Brandeis University. 
 
While enjoying a successful 17-year career as a human services professional advocating for the 
needs of students, faculty and staff on college campuses, Ailene’s mother became gravely ill. She 
experienced first-hand how draining and challenging navigating the intricacies of the health care 
system can be while actively supporting a loved one experiencing a healthcare crisis. The experience 
as her family member’s primary health advocate led Ailene to a career change and her calling as a 
private patient advocate. 
 
Ailene completed her Professional Certificate in Consumer Health Advocacy at the University of 
Wisconsin’s Center for Patient Partnerships in August 2017, founded Beacon Patient Advocates LLC 
in February 2018 and earned her Patient Advocacy Board Certification credentials in April 2018. 
 
As an Independent Board Certified Patient Advocate (BCPA), Ailene works with individual clients in 
need of assistance navigating the complexities of the healthcare system and offers community 
education talks and classes on a wide array of healthcare advocacy topics.    


